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1. Short Synopsis 

 

An unattractive man is enchanted with a spell that turns him 

handsome from 8 pm to midnight. He uses his new appearance to 

take revenge on the women who had laughed at his looks by hooking 

up with them. Problems arise when he forgets to pay attention at the 

time, especially when he doesn’t escape from his one night stands 

before the transformation. 

The real fiasco starts when he falls in love with the woman who is 

attracted to his true self. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Long Synopsis 
 

The protagonist Lorenzo (Fausto Mata) is a successful businessman 

who is unsatisfied with his love life. 

Throughout every day at his office he phantasizes about what it 

would be like to be a handsome man whose charm the ladies can’t 

resist. 

Even though Lorenzo finds himself unattractive he still decides to give 

it a try and attempts to seduce multiple beautiful women. 

After being turned down by each and every one Lorenzo eventually 

gives up and is convinced that he will never find the love of his life 

due to his appearance.  

A mysterious blonde lady notices Lorenzo’s frustration and grants his 

wish of becoming irresistible to women but only from 8pm to 12am. 

Lorenzo of course does not believe a word of what that strange lady 

had to say and returns to his apartment. At the lobby though, a group 

of women try to make a move on Lorenzo which he interprets as 

some kind of mockery. He vigorously turns them down and quickly 

leaves the lobby. 

Lorenzo realizes that something about his appearance has changed 

when he first entered the bathroom… 

He panicly leaves the building while screaming in fear which of course 

did not go unnoticed. 

After Lorenzo realizes how strongly his new appearance affects the 

other gender, he makes use of it by seducing the women who had 

first turned him down, repeating everything he had said before, once 

he slept with them, leaving a little shock. 

One day though a gorgeous woman admits that she is in love with 

Lorenzo, but dating turned out to be difficult as Lorenzo still changes 

his appearance at 8pm. 

Thus Lorenzo desperately tries to undo the curse that the blonde lady 

has casted on him, as he believes that he has finally found the love of 

his life. 

 



3. Agency’s Statement 
 

„Feo de día, lindo de noche“ is a perfect example of what potential 

lies in the hands of the film makers in the Dominican Republic. 

It is the kind of movie that one can watch over and over again without 

getting tired of it. We noticed that this is an attribute which results of 

the charming atmosphere that comes with the flair of the tropical 

island aswell as from the natural behavior of the lively people who 

reside in the Dominican Republic, making them talented, very 

convincing and foremost entertaining actors. 

This „Charm“ is what we think is missing in the modern movie 

industry. 

Nowadays many greater companies are trying to resurrect the charm 

that was said to be lost in the late 90s by producing pre- and sequals 

to older successful franchises, e.g. „Ghostbusters 2016“, „The 

Hobbit“, „Star Wars: Awakening“, „Indiana Jones 4“ and many more. 

(note: that is of course a theory) 

„Feo de día, lindo de noche“ has a story that many generations and 

ethnics throughout Europe will find most entertaining and hilarious. 

Through its unique style and concept this movie has the potential to 

become a brand that will stand for itself, leaving people wanting 

more. 
  

 

 
 

 

 



 

4. Technical Details 

 
• Directed by 

Alfonso Rodríguez 

 

• Written by 

Alfonso Rodríguez 

 

• Length 

95 minutes 

 

• Language 

Spanish 

• Country 

Dominican Republic 

 

• Color 

Color 

 

• Genre 

Comedy 

 

• Type 

Feature 

 

 

 



 

5. Contact & More 

 

Contact: 

Barolo Film Factory 

Schmerbachgrund 8 

D-83707 Bad Wiessee 

Tel: +49(0)15777452887 

info@barolo-film-factory.de 

www.barolo-film-factory.de 

 

Further movies by Alfonso Rodriguez: 

Locas y Atrapadas                                  Yuniol 


